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Mathematics of Shape Description: A Morphological Approach to Image Processing and Computer GraphicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Image processing problems are often not well defined because real images are contaminated with noise and other uncertain factors. In Mathematics of Shape Description, the authors take a mathematical approach to address these problems using the morphological and set-theoretic approach to image processing and computer graphics by presenting...
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Embedded Systems Design with Platform FPGAs: Principles and PracticesMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	This book will introduce professional engineers and students alike to system development using Platform FPGAs. The focus is on embedded systems but it also serves as a general guide to building custom computing systems. The text describes the fundamental technology in terms of hardware, software, and a set of principles to guide the...
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Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics, Volume 3Springer, 2013

	Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics: Proceedings of the 2013 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the third volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The collection presents early findings and case studies...
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Systems Biology for Traditional Chinese MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The application of systems biology methods to Traditional Chinese Medicine


	Emphasizing the harmony of the human body with the environment, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has evolved over thousands of years. It is a systemic theory derived from clinical experience, the philosophy of holism and systematology, and the...
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Information Systems Action Research: An Applied View of Emerging Concepts and Methods (Integrated Series in Information Systems)Springer, 2006

	The field of research known as information systems (IS) is largely dedicated

	to the understanding of how computer systems and related technologies

	(e.g., communication technologies) affect human behavior. This is done

	mostly in the context created by organizations and social groups; although

	there are examples of IS...
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Improvement Measures of Urban Thermal Environment (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2015

	Maximizing readers’ insights into urban and architectural environmental planning with consideration for the thermal environment, this work highlights how various urban heat-island strategies have been developed and their effectiveness in urban areas. Specific measures to combat the urban heat-island phenomenon, including improvement of...
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Proceedings of the Tiangong-2 Remote Sensing Application Conference: Technology, Method and Application (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book gathers a selection of peer-reviewed papers presented at the Tiangong-2 Data Utilization Conference, which was held in Beijing, China, in December 2018. As the first space laboratory in China, Tiangong-2 carries 3 new types of remote sensing payloads – the Wide-band Imaging Spectrometer (WIS), Three-dimensional Imaging...
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The Reflexivity of Language and Linguistic Inquiry: Integrational Linguistics in Practice (Routledge Advances in Communication and Linguistic Theory)Routledge, 2018

	
		This book explores the reflexivity of language both from the perspective of the lay speaker and the linguistic analyst. Linguistic inquiry is conditional upon linguistic reflexivity, but so is language. Without linguistic reflexivity, we would not be able to make sense of everyday linguistic communication, and the idea of a...
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Applications of Information Systems to Homeland Security And DefenseIdea Group Publishing, 2005
A range of threats in the areas of safety and security, from natural disasters to terrorism to conventional warfare, involve complex interactions that are beyond the scope and capabilities of traditional problem solving techniques. Applications of Information Systems to Homeland Security and Defense provides an overview of complex systems’...
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Doing Business in the New China: A Handbook and GuidePraeger Publishers, 2004
China's economy, despite recently weathered challenges, continues to prove attractive to foreign investors, expanding businesses, and entrepreneurs seeking global opportunities. This handbook has been written for anyone with an interest in doing business in China, including the consultants and specialists who work with global companies, but it is...
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Technological Innovation Across Nations: Applied Studies of Coevolutionary DevelopmentSpringer, 2009
The book offers an interesting blend of applied state-of-the-art studies of coevolutionary development of institutions, innovation diffusion and innovative entrepreneurship, not published anywhere else. It can firstly be classified as belonging to mainstream endogenous growth studies on the country level, and secondly, to mainstream evolutionary...
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Bionanotechnology: Lessons from NatureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Today is the most exciting time to be working in nanotechnology, and bionanotechnology
	in particular. Chemistry, biology, and physics have revealed
	an immense amount of information on molecular structure and
	function, and now we are poised to make use of it for atomic-level engineering.
	New discoveries are being made every day, and...
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